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SAT PRACTICE ANSWER SHEET Only answers that are gridded will be scored. You will not receive credit for anything
written in the boxes. A 1 B C D A 2 B C D A 3.

Several of the steps have caused him some stress, but perhaps none so much as when he took the SAT subject
tests. A mistake on his answer sheet caused his scores to be delayed, and left him in jeopardy of missing his
application deadline. I was already, you might say, prepared for preparing for tests. Still, there was something
that I was not prepared for â€” waiting for two whole months to receive my scores. The subject test measures
your readiness for college-level courses and is offered for many subjects, ranging from science to language
and literature. In one sitting, you can take as many as three, and as few as none of these tests you can always
cancel a test, even all of them, if you do not feel like you did well on it. Being a science student, I selected
three science subjects â€” physics, chemistry, and mathematics level 2. I took the test on November 3, and the
results were supposed to be published on November I waited impatiently for my turn, with the slow internet
connection adding up to my impatience. Finally, I logged in to my College Board profile and clicked on the
link that was supposed to display my test scores. But instead of the test score, all I got was a blank! I did not
have a clue what was going on. I was not alone though; I heard from my friends of three other people at USEF
whose scores were not published that day. The next day, I talked to them and it turned out that, like me, they
did not know why their test scores were not published. My plan had been simple. Take the SAT subject tests,
send the scores to the college where I was applying early, wait for the decision, if I got rejected I did , send the
test scores to the colleges where I was applying regular decision, and wait for the decisions to come. Instead I
found myself stuck in the middle. I could not send my subject test scores to the college where I was applying
early decision and I just made it in time for my regular decision schools. What might cause a score not to be
posted on the release date? As you can imagine there are any number of test day mistakes that can result in
scoring delays and that is why it is so important that everyone follow guidelines. The general rule for score
delays is that if the test taker cannot find his or her scores on reporting day, they should get in touch with
College Board Customer Cares and check on the status. Waiting for an answer The most frustrating days of
my life were those days when I waited patiently, checking every day if the scores were out. While my friends
worked on their applications, I was stuck making calls to the College Board and colleges explaining my
situation and trying to get a resolution. With the early decision deadline already long gone and the regular
decision deadlines approaching, most of my applications were at stake. My friends whose scores had also not
been published on the original date eventually did receive their results â€” it turned out that they had made
some mistake while filling in their personal details. But I still had no news and no idea of what had gone
wrong with my test. I was stuck wondering, why me? I called the College Board many times to get an update,
any update at all, about my scores. After about 15 minutes of listening to some utterly boring jazz hold music,
I would be connected to an operator. After a further 15 minutes of going through all my personal details, we
would get down to business. Each time it was the same conversation: Is there anything I can help you with?
Instead of a definite answer, I got the same response every time I called. I have forwarded your query to the
escalation department. Is there anything else I can help you with? When will the scores be published? Is there
anything else I could help you with? Is there anything else he should have done? I think this case proceeded
pretty much as expected. At that point our representatives would have searched his records in the database and
discovered no subject test score. This would have necessitated a personal investigation and search for the
reason and answer sheet. An explanation at last On December 17, 25 days after the score release date, seven
days after I got the rejection letter from my early decision college, and 15 days before the deadlines of my
regular decision colleges, I got a letter from the College Board. And finally I learned the source of the
problem. The letter explained that I had not indicated clearly on my answer sheet which tests I took. On top of
every page of the answer sheet, there is a checkbox to indicate which subject test the answers below are for. I
had missed that particular checkbox on one of my answer sheets. To remedy the situation I had to send a letter
to the College Board confirming which test I had taken. If my letter was not received within 45 days of when
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the College Board sent their notification it was issued on December 4 and it took almost 2 weeks to reach me ,
my scores would be cancelled. I sent the letter by courier on December 18, and finally on January 1, exactly
on January the first, I got my scores. How can this mistake even happen? The scripts read by the testing room
supervisor instruct the test taker to bubble the correct test found at the top. The investigation process includes
sending a letter to the test taker and allows 45 days for a response. The 45 day limit should accommodate most
international deliveries. If a response is not received, the exam is not scored and the registration is cancelled.
On top of that, I had to wait even a few more days until I could pay to send the scores. A credit card, an
international one, is required to make payments to the College Board, and I did not have that. Out of hundreds
of banks in Nepal only one bank, the Nabil Bank, provides credit card services to students. Going to the bank
was the only option and the bank was closed for holiday, so I had to wait some more days to send the scores. I
also sent an email to the admissions office of each college explaining my situation. On January 4, I sent the
scores. Even though I missed the deadline for sending the score by a couple of days, finally everything was
back on track. Could I have prevented all this? Being an international student, and knowing that means it takes
longer to communicate with the College Board and with schools, I should have taken the tests farther in
advance of the deadline, so there was enough time to correct any error. Most importantly, I should have
double-checked each and every one of those tiny checkboxes, which can easily be overlooked under the
pressure and stress of the test. It was not that I had not been warned on this one; the proctor did tell me, before
every test, to fill out the details correctly and verify them. Maybe it was nerves that made me miss a checkbox;
whatever it was, it was a simple yet costly error that tortured me for two months. Taking into account the
number of students that take the exam, and the barrier that exists in international communication â€” the long
wait periods for the mail and problems that persist in international callsâ€”College Board did the best they
could, and I did the worst. Being frustrated sure did not help me, nor the College Board, speed anything up. I
admit that it was my mistake, but communicating via paper took lot of time, and patience. A fax or an email
reply would have really expedited the process. My advice for all the test takers out there: College Board and
ETS recommend that students pay close attention to:
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2: What is the SAT? - All About SAT Test | Kaplan Test Prep
Use the answer sheet when completing the practice test on paper to simulate real testing environment. Print a new
answer sheet for each practice test you take. Keywords.

A 25 B 75 C D Answer: B 75 When asked for a specific value, try Plugging In the Answers. Label them as
gallons of premium and start with the value in B. That matches the information in the question, so B is correct.
You can tell that f 4 will be between 22 and 54, so you can cross out A. That means the answer is B by process
of elimination. What is the measure of minor arc XY? Questions are based on the following passage. Check
out these SAT reading tips. I think that I love society as much as most, and am ready enough to fasten myself
like a bloodsucker for the time to any full-blooded man that comes in my way. I am naturally no hermit, 5 but
might possibly sit out the sturdiest frequenter for the bar-room, if my business called me thither. I had three
chairs in my house; one for solitude, two for friendship, three for society. When visitors come in larger and
unexpected 10 numbers there was but the third chair for them all, but they generally economized the room by
standing up. It is surprising how many great men and women a small house will contain. I have had
twenty-five or thirty souls, with their bodies, 15 at once under my roof, and yet we often parted without being
aware that we had come very near to one another. One inconvenience I sometimes experienced in so small a
house, the difficulty of getting to a 20 sufficient distance from my guest when we began to utter the big
thoughts in big words. You want room for your thoughts to get into sailing trim and run a course or two before
they make their port. The bullet of your thought must have 25 overcome its lateral and ricochet motion and
fallen into its last and steady course before it reaches the ear of the hearer, else it may plow out again through
the side of his head. Also our sentences wanted room to unfold and form 30 their columns in the interval.
Individuals, like nations, must have suitable broad and natural boundaries, even a considerable neutral ground,
between them. I have found it a singular luxury to talk across the pond to a companion on the 35 opposite side.
As the conversation 40 began to assume a loftier and grander tone, we gradually shoved our chairs farther
apart till they touched the wall in opposite corners and then commonly there was not room enough. My "best"
room, however, my withdrawing 45 room, always ready for company, on whose carpet the sun rarely fell, was
the pine wood behind my house. Thither in summer days, when distinguished guests came, I took them, and a
priceless domestic swept the floor and dusted the 50 furniture and kept the things in order. If one guest came
he sometimes partook of my frugal meal, and it was no interruption to conversation to be stirring a
hasty-pudding or watching the rising and maturing of a loaf of 55 bread in the ashes, in the meanwhile. But if
twenty came and sat in my house there was nothing said about dinner, though there might be bread enough for
two, more than if eating were a forsaken habit; but we naturally practised 60 abstinence; and this was never
felt to be an offence against hospitality, but the most proper and considerate course. The waste and decay of
physical life, which so often needs repair, seemed miraculously retarded in such a case, and the vital 65 vigor
stood its ground. I could entertain thus a thousand as well as twenty; and if any ever went away disappointed
or hungry from my house when they found me at home, they may depend upon it that I sympathized with
them at least. So 70 easy it is, though many housekeepers doubt it, to establish new and better customs in the
place of the old. You need not rest your reputation on the dinners you give. As for men, they will hardly fail
one 75 anywhere. I had more visitors while I lived in the woods than at any other period in my life; I mean
that I had some. I met several there under more favorable circumstances than I could anywhere else. But fewer
came to see me on trivial business. I had withdrawn so far within the great ocean of solitude, into which the
rivers of society empty, that for the most part, so far as my needs were concerned, only the finest 85 sediment
was deposited around me. The main narrative point of view in the passage is of A a man adjusting to life in a
big city after growing up on a farm. B a discussion of visitors to a small house away from city life. C a sailor
discussing the pond on which he grew up and how it affected his friendships. D a man discussing the potential
of big thoughts and their need to be expressed. B The main narrative point of view in this passage is from a
man who is living in a house near a pond as evidenced by his statement "I have found it a singular luxury to
talk across the pond" , which is near the woods as noted when he says Choice A is incorrect because the
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narrator is not in the city. Choice C is incorrect because there is no evidence that the author was a sailor.
Choice D is incorrect because, while the author does discuss thoughts in the third paragraph, it is not the main
subject discussed by the man in the passage. Therefore, B is the correct answer. B an analogy used to elaborate
on a previous statement. C a way to expand on the reasons national boundaries are always changing. D a
reason that the author and his companion had to continually move their chairs to be heard. D The author says
that big thoughts must have room to move around before being heard. He says that he enjoys talking across the
pond because there is enough room for thoughts to be heard. There is no evidence in the passage that the big
thoughts need to be violent, so eliminate A. Choice C is incorrect because it is too far from the text. The
author is not literally saying that thoughts need more time to reach the hearer. Since D most closely matches
the text, it is correct. As used in line 27, "plow" most nearly means A push.
3: PSAT | Answer Explanations
answer sheet included with this problem set to record your answers for all three problem sets, as well as your essay
exercises. Part 1 is designed to give you pacing practice, so be sure to adhere to the time limit.

4: Full-length SATs to take on paper (article) | Khan Academy
Free Printable SAT Tests (Very Old Format, Pre) Before the SAT underwent a redesign in , the last time it had changed
was in , back when it jumped from a point scale to a point scale.

5: ZipGrade: Answer Sheet Forms
Completing Your Answer Sheet Correctly SAT, or PSAT exams before, you may already have a College Board account.
Use the same email from the account or else.

6: Why the Instructions are the Most Important Part of an SAT Subject Test
SECTION 2 It is recommended that you use a No. 2 pencil. It is very important that you ï¬•ll in the entire circle darkly
and completely. If you change your response, erase as completely.

7: Full-length SATs to take on paper (article) | Khan Academy
For every student in the class of and below, we recommend taking the pre SAT. All colleges will accept this for
admissions, and there's so much known about this test that it's in your advantage to take this test.

8: SAT Practice Questions | The Princeton Review
The answer sheet has 4 pages. * If you took AP Exams in , SAT, or PSAT exams before, you may already youranswer
sheets and booklets. If you lose or forget.

9: PSAT practice test (NMSQT) PDFs (official) (article) | Khan Academy
APÂ® Preadministration Instructions registered for the SATÂ®, or participated in other College Board programs).
answer sheet is the first AP answer.
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